IN THE SPOTLIGHT:


FISCAL YEAR 2021 DEFENSE UNIVERSITY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM (DURIP), ONR, deadline: 5/15/20; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=324617:
*note: ARO research interests https://www.arl.army.mil/business/broad-agency-announcements/
AFOSR research interests https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=314753

2020-21 Collaborative Research Grants/4-VA @ Mason program, George Mason University (GMU), https://4va.gmu.edu/.

*effective 6/1/20

W&M INTERNAL PROGRAMS:

Grants for On-Campus Conferences on International Topics, rolling deadline; http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/oncampus/index.php:
Funding is available to support William & Mary faculty who are hosting on-campus professional conferences that will contribute to international education at the College. Proposals making use of the university's Washington, D.C. Office are also welcome.

COLL Innovation Grants for Faculty: Open Proposals, deadline: rolling; http://www.wm.edu/as/center-liberal-arts/coll-innovation-grants/index.php:
The Center For Liberal Arts is pleased to solicit proposals from faculty seeking financial support to pursue an on or off-campus activity relevant to the COLL curriculum. For the academic year 2019-20, the CLA will prioritize innovation grants that enhance on-campus COLL 300 courses and COLL 350 requirements.

ARTS & HUMANITIES:


**SOCIAL SCIENCES:**


U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA), Scholarship and Fellowship Education Grant, Faculty Development Grant, and Trade School and Community College Scholarship Grant, Fiscal Year (FY) 2020, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, deadline: 4/10/20; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=324312;
*An institution may submit one application. If you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.


**FOUNDATION:**

**Russell Sage Foundation,** [https://www.russellsage.org/programs](https://www.russellsage.org/programs):  
*Behavioral Economics, deadlines: LOI, 5/21/20; invited proposal, 8/17/20  
*Future of Work, deadlines: LOI 8/20/20; invited proposal, 11/19/20  
*Race, Ethnicity, and Immigration, deadlines: 5/21/20; invited proposal, 8/17/20  
*Social, Political, and Economic Inequity, deadlines: LOI, 5/21/20; invited proposal, 8/17/20  
*Decision Making and Human Behavior in Context, deadlines: LOI 8/20/20; invited proposal, 11/19/20  
*Small Grants, Behavioral Economics, rolling deadline; Computational Social Science, 3/17/20  
*Visiting Scholars Program, deadline: 6/25/20

**Summer 2020 Pilot Awards,** Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI), deadline: 4/24/20;  
[https://www.sfari.org/grant/pilot-awards-request-for-applications/].

**Kenneth B. and Mamie P. Clark Fund,** American Psychological Foundation, deadline: 6/15/20;  
[https://www.apa.org/apf/funding/clark-fund](https://www.apa.org/apf/funding/clark-fund)

**Grants,** United Engineering Foundation, deadlines: concept paper, 5/1/20; invited full proposal, 8/1/20;  
[https://www.uefoundation.org/uef-grants-program/].

**Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowships,** Wenner-Gren Foundation, deadline: May 1;  

**OTHER:**

**Healthy Longevity Global Grant Challenge,** American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR), deadline: 2/24/20;  
[https://www.afar.org/research/funding/us-nam-catalyst-award/]:

Examples of topic areas include but are not limited to:  
• Biology of aging and molecular pathways  
• Physical health (e.g., mobility and functionality)  
• Built environment and urban planning  
• Disease prevention, including biomarkers and indicators of disease  
• Health care delivery  
• Housing (e.g., smart-enabled homes, intergenerational housing models)  
• Policy (e.g., economic, health, and science policy)  
• Behavioral health (e.g., social connectedness, engagement, and well-being)  
• Technology (e.g., artificial intelligence; robotics; medical, assistive, and information-technology)